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We study the motion of random walkers with residence time bias between first and subsequent
visits to a site, as a model for synthetic molecular walkers composed of coupled DNAzyme legs
known as molecular spiders. The mechanism of the transient superdiffusion has been explained via
the emergence of a boundary between the new and the previously visited sites, and the tendency of
the multi-legged spider to cling to this boundary, provided residence time for a first visit to a site
is longer than for subsequent visits. Using both kinetic Monte Carlo simulation and an analytical
approach, we model a system that consists of single-legged walkers, each on its own one-dimensional
track, connected by a leash, i.e., a kinematic constraint that no two spiders can be more than a
certain distance apart. Even though a single one-legged walker does not at all exhibit directional,
superdiffusive motion, we find that a team of one-legged walkers on parallel tracks, connected by
a flexible tether, does enjoy a superdiffusive transient. Furthermore, the one-legged walker teams
exhibit a greater expected number of steps per boundary period and are able to diffuse more quickly
through the product sea than two-legged walkers, which leads to longer periods of superdiffusion.
PACS numbers: 87.16.Nn, 82.39.Fk, 05.40.Fb, 02.50.Ey
I. INTRODUCTION
Cargo transport is ubiquitous in biological systems,
and is often carried out by molecular walkers that are able
to perform very specific actions despite the chaotic nature
of the environment in which they act. Cyclic patterns of
movement by biological molecular motors are typically
the result of a catalyzed conformational change that con-
verts chemical energy into directional movement [1–5].
These mechanisms are highly complex and still not fully
understood and therefore pose a problem when we try
to design and synthesize novel molecular walkers in the
laboratory. Simpler walkers that do not rely on com-
plex conformations can be constructed from DNA, which
move stochastically and can be biased in a given direc-
tion through rational design of their environment and the
track on which they move. The track can be a 2D sur-
face from which DNA strands protrude, and the walker
can be one or more DNA legs that move from site to
site via branch migration. Some models use additional
DNA strands in solution to block and unblock sites adja-
cent to the walker to achieve directional movement [6, 7].
Thubagere et al. employed a diffusive walker that simply
wanders about its track to pick up and deliver cargo to
marked locations [8].
We are interested in designs that employ restriction en-
donucleases [9–13] or DNAzymes [14–19] to permanently
modify sites via cleavage, which results in increased res-
idence time during cleavage at previously unvisited sites
versus already cleaved sites. With the proper design, a
walker may preferentially explore a region of unvisited
sites rather than an adjacent region of previously visited
sites. When multiple legs are coupled to each other, the
increased dwell time at new sites allows the other legs
to either find an uncleaved site or to exclude other legs
from moving toward the region of previously visited sites.
Hence, these systems are affected greatly by the shape of
the track and the geometric constraints of the walker(s).
Inspired by Rank et al. [20], we model the effect of the
number of walker legs (1 or 2) and the length of a tether
connecting multiple walkers on their own independent 1D
tracks as tunable parameters that can be exploited to
maximize the propensity for superdiffusive motion. We
hope that this work will provide understanding to fur-
ther geometrical optimizations of stochastic walkers in
nanotechnology applications.
We build on previous models that are based on a class
of synthetic molecular walkers known as molecular spi-
ders [20–24]. A spider is composed of an inert chemical
body and one or more flexible single-stranded DNAzyme
legs. The DNAzyme is composed of two recognition arms
separated by a catalytic core. Once the recognition arms
bind to their complements, the catalytic core cleaves the
bound strand at its single RNA base facing the catalytic
core. Rates of association to and dissociation from recog-
nition sites of the DNAzyme are a function of environ-
mental factors such as ion concentration, choice of ion,
and pH [25]. These factors influence the kinetics of the
cleaving mechanism and may be optimized for maximum
processive motion [17]. Experimental data suggest the
ratio of dwell time at uncleaved versus cleaved sites could
be in the range (0.05, 0.1) [26]. The difference in residence
times for legs at visited and unvisited sites has been stud-
ied extensively as it relates to first passage properties
and directional movement in various simulated environ-
ments [20, 21, 23, 24, 27]. Notable potential applications
of the molecular spider include cargo transport or release
of DNA or other product that occurs as a result of the
enzymatic action [28]. In both cases, sustained and con-
sistent movement is a desirable quality, which we show
can be tuned based on the geometry of the spider. Our
model abstracts away all chemical kinetics and their fac-
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2tors and replaces them with a single parameter, the hop-
ping rate r, where legs hop from previously cleaved sites
at r = 1 and dwell longer at new sites, hopping at rate
r < 1. Therefore the results apply not only to different
types of molecular walkers, but any stochastic process
that involves an object hopping to adjacent states with
asymmetry in residence time between new and previously
visited states.
Antal and Krapivsky [21] analyze the simplest case of
a single spider on a 1D track. They show that two-legged
spiders exhibit transient superdiffusive motion while one-
legged spiders do not. This is because the rear leg of the
spider is likely to prevent a front leg that has just com-
pleted a cleavage to move in the negative direction away
from new substrate sites, whereas a one-legged spider can
move in either direction with equal probability. Semenov
et al. [23] further describe the motion of the spider as
existing in one of two metastates, Boundary (B) and Dif-
fusive (D). The legs of the spider only move to adjacent
sites, so for a 1D track this results in a growing contigu-
ous region of cleaved sites, creating a distinct boundary
between visited and unvisited regions. The B state is
defined as any state in which at least one leg is on a
substrate site, meaning it is at the boundary between
visited and unvisited sites and is performing a cleavage.
The D state is any state in which none of the spider legs
are on a substrate site, and the spider is performing a
random walk through the sea of previously visited sites.
Ideally the spider would persist in the B state, cleaving
substrates and moving away from the origin at a constant
rate. Semenov et al. show that a multi-legged spider is
probabilistically biased toward unvisited sites while in
the B state. When the B state ends, the spider enters
the D state until it diffuses back to the boundary and
begins another B state. Hence, there are two properties
that we seek to optimize, the expected number of consec-
utive cleavages during a boundary period and the rate of
diffusion during diffusive periods.
We are motivated by the results of Rank et al. [20] on
the effect of tethers between multiple two-legged spiders
on separate parallel 1D tracks. They show that tether-
ing multiple spiders on parallel tracks can increase the
expected number of cleavages per spider during a bound-
ary period, which varies as a function of the number of
spiders per team and the length of the tether. They find
that coupling spiders leads to a significant improvement
in mean displacement and velocity, and reduction in vari-
ance compared with independent spiders. They provide
a detailed analysis for the case of r→0 that illustrates
the benefit of tethered teams. They also provide sim-
ulations of motion for various r values and show that
an optimal tether length exists for non-zero values of r.
However, this setting conflates the effects of multiple legs
per spider with the effects of multiple spiders per team.
In this work, we simplify the analysis of Rank et al. [20]
by considering teams of single-legged spiders in order to
elucidate the effect of the tether apart from the effect of
multiple legs. Furthermore, we show that for non-zero
r values and a given tether length, teams of one-legged
spiders are likely to remain in the B state longer than
two-legged teams and that one-legged spider teams dif-
fuse more quickly, the combined effect being a higher
propensity for superdiffusive motion.
FIG. 1. A team of three one-legged spiders (w = 3) with
tether length d = 5 is depicted above. A spider leg will hop
from its current position at rate r = 1 if on a product site
and r < 1 if on substrate. A leg may move to any available
position with uniform probability, where any position that
does not violate the tether constraint is feasible. A leg moves
at each step in our simulation. The probability for a leg to
move left (p−), right (p+), or to its own location (p0) is the
probability that it will be the next leg to move (its rate divided
by the total rate of all legs) multiplied by the probability of
moving to the given location.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The position of a two-legged spider can be described
fully by its center of mass. At integer values, its cen-
ter of mass is at the unoccupied site between its legs; at
half-integer values, its legs are at adjacent sites. A step
is defined as the translation of a spider’s center of mass
by one. Antal and Krapivsky [21] consider a two-legged
spider that begins with its center of mass at the origin,
where all sites in the positive direction are uncleaved (cir-
cles with hats), and all sites at or before the origin have
been visited (circles without hats):
. . . ◦ ◦ • ◦ •ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ . . . (1)
They derive the probability that a spider in configuration
(1) will take a whole step to the right or to the left as a
function of the cleavage rate r, and show that as r→0, the
probability to step forward converges to the maximum
value p+ =
5
8 . Note that this definition implies that
after the spider’s forward leg has cleaved the substrate
site, it can take any number of half-steps back and forth
from its original position before completing a whole step
in either direction.
The special case of r→0 would realistically not allow
motion in the positive direction, but permits simplifica-
tions in the state space of the system. The case r→0
3is effectively the same as infinitely fast diffusion on vis-
ited sites. If two tethered spiders are both attached to
substrate, each spider will cleave its substrate before the
other with equal probability. Then, the spider will in-
stantly diffuse to the next substrate position, given that
it is within the range of the tether. If so, then due to the
stochastic nature of the process, each spider will again
cleave its substrate first with equal probability. There-
fore, we can describe the state of a spider team solely by
the difference in position between the leftmost substrates
on each track. The team will move between states un-
til all team members have cleaved every site within the
range of the tether, and there is a single lagging spider
attached to substrate. This leads to the simplified state
space for a team of two two-legged spiders, Equation 14
in Rank et al. [20]:
[
0
] 1−⇀↽−
1
2
[
1
] 12−⇀↽−
1
2
. . .
1
2−⇀↽−
1
2
[
d− 1] 12−⇀↽−
Π
[
d
] 1−Π−−−→diffusive
period
, (2)
and the analogous state space for a team of two one-
legged spiders:
[
0
] 1−⇀↽−
1
2
[
1
] 12−⇀↽−
1
2
. . .
1
2−⇀↽−
1
2
[
d
] 12−⇀↽−
Π
[
d+ 1
] 1−Π−−−→diffusive
period
, (3)
where the value in brackets is the absolute difference
between leftmost substrates, and d is the length of the
tether. Because d is defined as the maximum distance be-
tween spider legs, we can see that the one-legged spider
teams can reach one substrate further than two-legged
spider teams, as the forward leg of a two-legged team
is restricted by the rear leg of its teammate. Once the
team reaches a potentially terminal state [d] (two-legged
spiders) or [d + 1] (one-legged spiders), it will continue
the B state if the lagging spider steps to the right with
the probability defined by Rank et al. as Π, the survival
probability. They incorporate Π into a derivation of the
expected number of team steps 〈S〉 during the B state
for r→0 and prove the result through simulation, where
a team step is defined by the average leftmost substrate
position of all spiders increasing by one. This is Equation
17 in Rank et al. [20]:
〈Sn=2(r→0)〉 = Π
1−Π + (d− 1)
1
1−Π (4)
The analogous equation for two one-legged spiders is
〈Sn=1(r→0)〉 = d+ Π
1−Π (5)
Rank et al. define Π in the same way Antal and
Krapivsky define p+. Recall that this definition implies
that after the spider’s forward leg has cleaved the sub-
strate site, it can take any number of half-steps back and
forth from its original position before completing a whole
step in either direction. This changes the meaning of the
B state, since the probability for stepping forward in-
cludes a half-step in either direction from its original po-
sition after cleaving the substrate before a step in either
direction has occurred. For example, from configuration
(1) after the right leg has completed its cleavage it may
take a half-step away from its original position before the
B state has terminated:
. . . ◦ ◦ • • ◦ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ . . . (6)
The spider position one half-step further in the negative
direction will occur with probability 1−Π thus terminat-
ing the B state. One and a half steps to the boundary
in the positive direction will occur with probability Π
and preserve the B state. This means that after cleav-
ing the substrate from configuration (1), the spider can
explore within 1 12 steps from the new boundary with-
out terminating the B state, which will be referred to as
“limbo”. This is different from the intuitive definition of
the B state, that is, any state in which at least one leg is
attached to substrate.
To calculate the survival probability, we must look at
the microstates composing the [d] state for a team of
two two-legged spiders. This is Equation 15 in Rank
et al. [20]:
1© = ◦◦••◦ˆ◦••ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 2© =
◦•◦•◦ˆ
◦••ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 3© =
◦••◦◦ˆ
◦••ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ,
4© = •◦•◦◦ˆ◦••ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 5© =
••◦◦◦ˆ
◦••ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 6© =
◦••◦◦ˆ
•◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ,
7© = •◦•◦◦ˆ•◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 8© =
••◦◦◦ˆ
•◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ.
(7)
The analogous set of microstates for the [d + 1] state of
two one-legged spiders is:
1© = ◦◦◦◦•◦ˆ◦◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 2© =
◦◦◦•◦◦ˆ
◦◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 3© =
◦◦•◦◦◦ˆ
◦◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ
4© = ◦•◦◦◦◦ˆ◦◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ, 5© =
•◦◦◦◦◦ˆ
◦◦•ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ ◦ˆ.
(8)
From these configurations the lagging spider (bottom
track) will either step left or right, thus terminating or
preserving the B state of the team. The possible config-
urations of the team are shown in matrix form in Fig-
ure 2. In the r→0 case, all of the configurations in (2)
and (3) are equally probable at the time the final leg
cleaves its substrate. From any one of these microstates
we calculate the probability that the spider first takes a
step to the right before taking a step to the left. The
survival probability is then the average probability over
all starting microstates (S) that the bottom spider steps
right. Table I shows that, as expected, when the tether
length becomes arbitrarily large, the survival probability
4com -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
0 D D D
0.5 L L L L L
1 S S S
1.5 S S S S S
2 B B B
(a) Two-Legged Team
com -1 0 1 2 3
0 D D D D
1 S S S S S
2 B B B B
(b) One-Legged Team
FIG. 2. The entries of the matrices above are the possible
states of spider teams with parameters w = 2 and d = 2. Row
and column labels indicate the center of mass of the individual
spiders, corresponding to the top and bottom spider states
shown in equations (7) and (8). Labels (B) and (D) indicate
the start of boundary and diffusive states. Label (S) indicates
the possible starting locations for a spider entering limbo as
shown in (2) and (3). Label (L) indicates a spider in the limbo
state. The survival probability is the average probability that
a spider starting in any state (S) will reach any state (B)
before any state (D). For the one-legged team, we can see by
symmetry that the survival probability is 1
2
.
for a team of two two-legged spiders converges to Antal
and Krapivsky’s p+ = 0.625. For a team of two one-
legged spiders, since the survival probability is constant
and equal to 0.5, equation (5) simplifies to:
〈Sn=1,w=2(r→0)〉 = 2d+ 1 (9)
III. SIMULATION
Sites are initialized asymmetrically with only substrate
sites in the positive direction from the origin and only
product sites otherwise. A spider leg can detach from its
current site and then instantly move to any site within
its constraints (including the same site). Spider legs can-
not overtake one another, thus the order of front and
rear legs is maintained at all times. The tether imposes
the constraint that the (rear) leg of any spider cannot
be more than the specified distance from the (front) leg
of any other spider, as if all spiders are attached to a
common body by their own tether, as shown in Figure 1.
1 Leg 2 Legs
d Π 〈S〉 Π 〈S〉
2 0.5 5 0.6534 4.7705
4 0.5 9 0.6291 9.7846
8 0.5 17 0.6267 20.433
16 0.5 33 0.6258 41.759
32 0.5 65 0.6254 84.423
64 0.5 129 0.6252 169.75
128 0.5 257 0.6251 340.42
TABLE I. Analytically derived survival probabilities Π and
expected number of steps 〈S〉 as a function of leash length d
for one and two-legged spider teams of two spiders (w = 2).
〈S〉 increases proportional to d, as shown in equations (4) and
(9).
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FIG. 3. The distribution of substrates was recorded at the
time the boundary period terminated and normalized to the
origin. The tracks (y-axis) are ranked by distance of the sub-
strate position nearest the origin, and shaded according to
the probability density. Shown is the result for parameters
w = 4 and d = 4.
Pei et al. [26] provide experimental data for DNAzyme
spiders from which we derived the ratio of dwell times at
visited to unvisited sites in the range (0.05, 0.1). We ue
the value r = 0.1 to elucidate the effect of the various ge-
ometries at realistic DNAzyme r values, as it is furthest
from r→0, which maximizes 〈S〉.
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FIG. 4. Simulated expected number of steps per boundary
period. Note that any movement is prohibited for 2-legged
teams with a tether of length 1. Spiders are initialized at the
origin with all legs on substrate.
IV. RESULTS
A. Expected Team Steps During a Boundary
Period
For these simulations we use the intuitive definition of
the B state, viz., any state in which at least one spider
on the team is performing a cleavage. We follow Rank
et al. in defining a team step to occur when the aver-
age leftmost substrate position over all tracks increases
by one. We look at the best-case scenario for maximum
expected steps where all spiders are initialized on sub-
strate and the absolute difference between all substrate
locations is zero. Table I shows that the two-legged spi-
der teams have higher survival probability and a greater
expected number of steps during a B period for the r→0
case; however, the one-legged teams perform much better
at realistic r values as seen in Figure 4. The distribution
of steps during 2 × 106 boundary periods for a subset
of team configurations is shown in Figure 5. A notable
difference between the non-zero r and r→0 cases is that
a spider which has detached from its own boundary is
not guaranteed to find its boundary before another spi-
der detaches from its boundary. The spider team may
exit into a diffusive period from any of the states shown
in (2) and (3) for non-zero r. We recorded the relative
substrate positions at the time each boundary period ter-
minated, and show that the spider team approaches the
behavior described in the theoretical analysis of r→0 as
r decreases (Figure 3).
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FIG. 5. Probability density for number of steps per bound-
ary period. Curves were generated using the kernel density
estimate in seaborn [29].
B. Superdiffusive Motion
For r = 0.1, we record the position of spider teams
defined as the mean position of all legs and compare the
results for one and two-legged spider teams. The mean
displacement for an unbiased random walk in 1D is 〈x〉 =
0. The biased random walk will have a positive mean
displacement as a function of time. The distribution of
6displacements for 104 simulations is shown for the same
subset of parameters in Figure 5.
The mean square displacement (MSD) in one-
dimensional space is defined as
〈x2〉 = 2Dtα, (10)
where D is the diffusion constant, and is affected by the
geometry of the spider and number of spiders per team.
The parameter α is equal to 1 for simple diffusion and
equal to 2 for constant directional velocity. We use the
finite difference approximation of our MSD data to cal-
culate the parameter α, as shown in Figure 7,
α =
d(log〈x2(t)〉)
d(log(t))
. (11)
We chose the arbitrary threshold α = 1.1 to denote sig-
nificant superdiffusive motion. Mean values for α and
MSD are shown in Figure 7.
V. DISCUSSION
The system in Figure 1 depicts a team of one-legged
spiders tethered to each other on independent 1D tracks,
where a leg visits and cleaves a new site (substrate) with
rate r < 1, and visits already cleaved sites (product) at
rate 1. The system was analyzed for the theoretical case,
r→0, and simulated using Kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tions for r = 0.1, which represents a realistic rate for the
DNAzyme spider [26].
We recapitulate the r→0 analysis of Rank et al. [20] for
two-legged spiders tethered to one another on indepen-
dent 1D tracks. In this limit, any spider effectively finds
the next substrate site on its track instantly after com-
pleting a cleavage, so long as the next substrate is within
the range of the tether. They define a boundary period
that begins when any spider attaches to a substrate site
for the first time and ends when all spiders have taken
one step away from the boundary. The simplified state
space for one and two-legged walker teams in the r→0
limit is compared in equations (2) and (3). The expected
number of steps during a boundary period 〈S〉 follows
from these state spaces, see equations (4) and (5). These
equations are dependent on the survival probability Π,
defined as the probability of stepping right for the case
when all spiders have cleaved every substrate within the
range of the tether, and there is a single lagging spider
performing a cleavage. This probability is derived for
teams of two spiders as a function of the tether length d.
For arbitrarily large d, the result agrees with the analysis
of Antal and Krapivsky [21] for single spiders in 1D. In-
deed, two-legged spiders have a higher survival probabil-
ity that leads to a greater 〈S〉 during a boundary period
in the limit r→0 as shown in Table I. We find that this
is not the case for realistic values of r.
The state space for teams of two walkers shown in
equations (2) and (3) do not apply to realistic r values.
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FIG. 6. Probability Density of spider positions at times
104 (a) and 107 (b) for teams of 8 spiders at rate r = 0.1.
Curves were generated using the kernel density estimate in
seaborn [29].
Because cleavages occur on a finite timescale, a spider
that has cleaved its substrate is not guaranteed to diffuse
to its next substrate site before another team member
moves away from its boundary. This is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The desired effect of the tether is to keep a team
member that has detached from its boundary in close
enough proximity such that it can diffuse to its bound-
ary again before the last substrate-bound team member
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diffusive (α=1) motion.
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FIG. 7. Mean Square Displacement and finite difference ap-
proximation of α for 104 traces with parameters w = 8,
r = 0.1, and d = 2, 4, 8.
has completed cleavage. Rank et al. show that there
exists an optimal tether length for non-zero values of r
that is dependent on the number of spiders on the team,
the cleavage rate, and the tether length. Intuitively, the
optimal length is long enough such that the lagging spi-
ders do not impede the forward motion of their team-
mates, but short enough such that a spider that has de-
tached from its boundary has enough time to diffuse to its
boundary. Because one-legged spiders diffuse faster than
two-legged spiders, this effectively increases the probabil-
ity that a spider detached from its boundary will diffuse
back to its boundary before the last spider has detached
from substrate. Semenov et al. [23] provide the theoreti-
cal diffusion constant D = 0.25 along with the observed
D = 0.247 ± 0.010 for a single two-legged spider, com-
pared to the Einstein relation for Brownian motion in
1D, D = l2/2τ , which simplifies to D = 0.5 for step
size l = 1 and expected time between moves defined by
the rate r = 1 for one-legged spiders. Hence, the faster
diffusion of one-legged spiders benefits these teams by
increasing the probability that a spider will diffuse to
the next substrate site before its team detaches from the
boundary. Figure 4 shows a significant increase in 〈S〉
for one-legged versus two-legged spider teams. Further-
more, Figure 5 shows that in addition to a higher mean
number of steps, the tails of these distributions extend
further with higher probability for one-legged teams.
Increasing the number of spiders per team results in
greater 〈S〉, and also shifts the optimal tether length in
the positive direction, as shown in Figure 4. This is be-
cause a greater number of spiders decreases the probabil-
ity that all will simultaneously detach from the boundary,
and in turn increases the time window for a detached spi-
der to find a substrate site. With regard to mean square
displacement, this effect is opposed by a decreasing team
diffusion rate. Rank et al. [20] show that the diffusion
constant for a team of two two-legged walkers with leash
length d = 2 is roughly D = 0.04, and D = 0.02 for
a team of three. With enough spiders for a fixed tether
length, the team as a whole would not be able to progress,
as a lagging spider would consistently thwart the forward
motion of its teammates. The optimal number of team
members warrants further investigation.
Semenov et al. [23] describe the motion of spiders as
existing in one of two metastates, the boundary state B
and the diffusive state D. The higher rate of diffusion for
one-legged spiders not only benefits 〈S〉, but also con-
tributes to reducing the time spent in diffusive periods
by allowing the team to more quickly find the bound-
ary. These effects together result in greater distances
traveled by one-legged versus two-legged teams over long
time periods as well as longer periods of more superdif-
fusive motion, as seen in Figures 6 and 7.
Notably, our description of the system as a team of
one-legged spiders can equivalently be seen as a single
spider with multiple legs, each of which is constrained to
its own independent track. While this study only focuses
on the case of independent one-dimensional tracks, we
provide insight into the properties of stochastic spiders
that promote superdiffusive motion, namely the role of
the rate of diffusion and constraints that affect the ex-
pected number of steps per boundary period. We hope
that these insights may inspire further investigation into
other geometrical configurations of spiders and tracks,
8which might lead to the discovery of a system with effec-
tively infinite periods of directional ballistic motion.
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